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2 Functions and General Information

Display

On/Off

Charging Port

Bluetooth Gear

SpeedBattery

On/Off、Gear、Light Function：

  Click one second to switch

  on/turn on the light

  Press and Hold to switch off

  Double Click to Switch the Gear

AccelerationBrake



3 Assembling the Handlebar

1）Turn the handlebars until

they are fully tightened. 

*Notice there are left and right

handlebars with different directions

4 Using the Charger

1）Open the rubber cap of charging port

2）Plug in the charger

5 Folding Steps

2）Fold：

1.Pull the folding pin

2.Fold back the steering Part

3.Hear the click sound when the folding step is done

1）Unfold：

1.Set up the unit and press the folding pin

2.Pull down the deck

3.Hear the click sound when the unfolding step is done



6 NEXTDRIVE ZERO 2.0 APP

Scan the bar code,

And download NEXTDRIVE ZERO 2.0 APP

NEXTDRIVE ZERO 2.0 APP can record your every trip in speed, distance and duration,

as well as lock and unlock the unit.

Android iphone

7 Safety Guidelines & Warnings

Helmets and protective equipment are required when riding NEXTDRIVE ZERO 2.0.　　

NEXTDRIVE ZERO 2.0 is forbidden to ride: On ride and densely populated area. On Surface water 

over 2cm. With More than one rider. On stairs and elevators.

Lower the speed （3~10km/h）when riding across the speed bump and rough road.

NEXTDRIVE ZERO 2.0 is a sporting and entertaining tool rather than a vehicle, but once you ride it 

into the public area, it will also possess transport property, therefore, it may cause a safety risk. 

Please strictly following the safety guidelines and warning to protect yourself and others.

At the same time, you need to understand: once you ride NEXTDRIVE ZERO 2.0 into the public 

roads or areas, due to the risk of offending others or vehicle driving / improper operation, you may 

also be in the danger even if you completely follow the manual operation. Like all vehicles, the fast 

you ride NEXTDRIVE ZERO 2.0, the longer the brake distance is. In addition, even if you brake 

emergently when riding on some smooth surfaces, it may also lead to wheel slip fall or stumble. 

Therefore, it is very important keep an appropriate speed, maintain a reasonable and safe distance 

from other vehicles. And before enter the unfamiliar road, please be vigilant and lower the speed. 

Please respect pedestrians when you are riding. Threaten pedestrians especially children is 

forbidden. When you ride behind the pedestrians to remind pedestrians and slow down when 

passing through. Ride from the left side of the pedestrian (right side for some countries and 

regions with the application) by as much as possible. When you face a pedestrian, please keep right 

and reduce speed.

The regulations and laws have not been mature yet， please strictly follow this guidelines and 

warnings. Our company is not to be held responsible for any of joint liability and legal dispute.

Please do not borrow NEXTDRIVE ZERO 2.0 to people unfamiliar with. For safety issue, please teach 

your friend before he/her starts to ride.

Please check NEXTDRIVE ZERO 2.0 properly，if you find any loose screw, battery drop issue or over 

wear and tear, please stop using immediately. Please contact the local distributor and after service 

center for help.

Notice：App is needed to be downloaded

with registration for unlocking NEXTDRIVE ZERO 2.0.



8 Maintenance

Clean and Storage

If the surface of the units is dirty，just use towel to mop with little water. If the blot cannot be 

removed, little toothpaste can be applied.

Please keep the unit in the dry and cool storage, without leaving outside for too long time.

NEXTDRIVE ZERO 2.0 Battery Maintenance

Do not put the battery in the place with over 50℃  or less than -20℃  temperature. Do not 

throw the battery into fire.

It is better not to charge when the battery is totally flat to extend battery life.

Mention： when NEXTDRIVE ZERO 2.0 is fully charged， the battery will be flat in 90～ 120 

days； when NEXTDRIVE ZERO 2.0 is not fully charged， the battery will be flat in 20～ 50 

days。 If the battery is not charged on time， it may be spoiled due to overdraw the current 

and it is not possible to fix, which is not under warranty. 

9 Specification

Project

Folding Dimenion(mm)

Unfolding Dimenion (mm)

 Dimension with box(mm)

Max Load (kg)

Weight (kg)

Age

Height(cm)

Top Speed (km/h)

Range(km)

Incline

Surface Condition

Working Temperature

Storage Temperature

Waterproof Level

Voltage(V)

Input Voltage(V)

Battery(AH)

BMS

Voltage(W)

Max Voltage(W)

Certificate

Voltage(W)

Input Voltage(V)

Output Voltage(V)

Current(A)

Certificate

Charging Time(h)

And the number

1000 * 367 *159

1000* 922 * 367

1110 x 310 x 215

≤120

6.4、7.0

16 ~ 50

130 ~ 200

Maximum 25

ZERO 15KM  ZERO+ 30KM

12°

Solid Surface，flat mud ground, downhill with max 20°,

Step less than 1cm，channel less than 2cm

0° ~ 40°

-10°~ 45°

Ip55

24

29.4

4.4 / 6.6 /8.8

Balance/undershoot/ overshoot

280

480

CE，ROHS

65

90 ~ 240

29.4

2

CE，UL，SAA

2.2、4.4

Performance indicators

Dimension

Weight

Riding Requirement

Main Features

Battery

Motor

Charger



Performance indicators

BY USING YOUR FALCON PEV SCOOTER PRODUCT YOU AGREE TO THIS LIMITED WARRANTY. 

PLEASE READ THIS LIMITED WARRANTY CAREFULLY. IF YOU DO NOT ACCEPT THE TERMS OF 

THIS LIMITED WARRANTY, DO NOT USE YOUR FALCON PEV SCOOTER PRODUCT. RETURN IT 

UNUSED TO YOUR RETAILER FOR A REFUND. 

To benefit from the limited warranty, the customer is advised to read Falcon PEV Pte Ltd (“Falcon”) Limited Warranty terms 

together with the “important” and “care and maintenance” sections provided in the user manual. This limited warranty 

applies to the extent permitted by law and unless restricted or prohibited by law. 

Limited Warranty Details

Falcon warrants that Falcon PEV scooter products (“Products” or “Product”), purchased in Singapore and distributed by 

Falcon, are free from defects in material and workmanship, according to the following terms and conditions:

1.his Limited Warranty extends to the original purchaser of the Product warranted under this warranty and to each transferee 

of the Product during the first 12  months beginning on the date of purchase of the product as stated below (“Warranty 

Period”). 

2.This Limited Warranty covers the Product and each of its following component parts (“Components”) only: a. Hub motor; 

b. Battery packs (except if battery was short circuited or seals of the battery enclosure or cells were broken or were tempered 

or the battery was used in equipment other than its intended use); c. Controller; d. Throttle and battery indicator unit; e. 

Charger unit; and f. All other electrical wiring and components. 

3.During the Warranty Period, Falcon or its authorized service centres will repair or replace, at Falcon's option and without 

costs to the customer, any defective Components with new or factory rebuilt replacement items, and return the Products to 

the customer in working condition, provided that the terms and conditions of this Limited Warranty are met. All defective 

Products or Components that have been replaced shall become the properties of Falcon. 

4.Products and/or Components that have been repaired or replaced pursuant to the paragraph above will be covered by this 

Limited Warranty for the balance of the Warranty Period. 

5.This Limited Warranty will only be effective when presented together, to either Falcon or its authorised centres, with proof 

of date and place of purchase of Products such as the purchase receipt.

What this Limited Warranty does not cover:

1.Products used for commercial purpose(s) including but not limited to leasing/hiring, use in competitions etc

2.Any logistical costs of returning the Product to Falcon or its authorised service centres for servicing or the cost of returning 

the Product to the customer after servicing.

3.Defects or damages resulting from use of the Product(s) other than its normal and customary manner as stated in the user 

manuals accompanying the Products.

4.Defects or damages from improper storage, exposure to moisture or dampness, modifications, connections, repairs (except 

as carried out by Falcon or its authorised centres), misuse, neglect, abuse, accident, alteration, improper installation, or other 

acts which are not the fault of Falcon, including damage caused by dropping, blown fuses, spills of food or liquid.

5.Defects or malfunctions of the product not notified by customer during the Warranty Period.

6.Products which have had their serial numbers removed or tampered with.

7.This Limited Warranty is in lieu of all other warranties, express or implied either in fact or by operations of law, statutory or 

otherwise, including, but not limited to any implied warranty of marketability or fitness for a particular use.

Disclaimer:

1.The customer understands the risk of serious injury or death in the operation of such products and shall agree to take the 

necessary precautions and exercise good judgement to avoid hazards and dangerous situations which may result in serious 

injury or death.  

2.The customer shall agree to indemnify and hold harmless Falcon from all injuries or death arising from the operation of the 

product.

3.The use of safety and protective gear such as bicycle helmets is strongly encouraged. And so is the use of Good 

Judgement. 

4.The customer is advised to take the following precautions: 

a.Do not ride on wet ground or in heavy rain;

b.Take corners slowly and look out for pedestrians;

c.Avoid potholes, kerbs and debris on the ground;

d.Keep tires pumped to the specified pressure;

e.Dismount in places with heavy human traffic and push the scooter manually;

f.Service the product every 3 months on regular usage, 6 months for non-frequent usage;

g.Do not use product on public roads and respect local road regulations.



How to request service under this Limited Warranty:

To obtain performance of Falcon to repair and/or replace the Product or its Components under this Limited Warranty, the 

customer must, during the Warranty Period:

1.Bring this Limited Warranty, proof of purchase and the Product to Falcon. 

2.Provide Falcon with a written description of the problem.

The average repair time is 2 to 3 days, including shipping time to and from our service centre. This warranty does not cover 

the shipping costs associated with the transportation of the scooter to and from our service centre, and a fee will be charged 

for return shipping or pick-up and delivery service. 

I have fully read and understood the aforementioned terms and conditions. Falcon has explained clearly to me the safe 

operation of the product and the potential risks involved. 

Model No: NEXTDRIVE ZERO 2.0                                      Name:                                                                         

Serial No: �����                                                                           Date of Purchase:    

Contact: 6745 7882 | Email: sales@falconpev.com.cn

Service Center Address:

160 Paya Lebar Road, Orion Building #04-02

Singapore 409022
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